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1. The purpose of this memorandum is to bring you 0 to..
.dtate • Oti the implementations of the PA8TII4E program, and to
acquaint you with our further plana, ø it involves each spe.
cif Ic case. We intend to rono*. this memorandum up on a monthly
basis to show progress made In the ..1.*00.0•10itsitto,4,i'Ori:.t.00..-.p*,.;,400e.iii
-4441).0.410114001ofie, and to.b.r.i#gTto..40.0: ..400#t1611bOth ..-- -
.4itricultivaeoicOuoterod'en.4401P 0e040 HOollv ,0“Ol* or from• .	 .
11.0114#gt011—• •,••:.

2: Following is a tabulation of theinformation contained
in the detailed summary of Berlin positive operations' given th
the agent breakdown below:

'	 a. Scheduled to operate in Berlin and the Russian Zone
Aul4er PASTINE:

•CAMR
CAISSON 2?

8
10
1()a.

.12
CAITIFF
CALABAR.8

9
21

PALAMUS 2

CALAMDB 3
4

2a	 some subsouroes of CALCIUM 2
2b
20

,r
CALDRON 3
CALESA 8e
0Ontacts of CALF1
CALIPER
PARISI
CAPOTE 2 linnun:PIT to, 	

0
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0- CALCULATOR

• CAPSTONE
some subsources
of CAFBULE
,CAPTAIN
CAPTIVE/



CAGE
CAIQ *
CAIRD
CAISSON 1

b. To be evacuated:

CAISSON 15
CALCITE*
CALCIUM 2
CALCULATOR*

/Ata B 250
4.4A*101t

CALUMET
aAPSULP

vbi other agencies than ourselves.

.BACRELOAINA.
BONAPARZt
CAIStON1).

d. cr PASTIME Use elsewhere:

CAISSON 1	 •	 CAPUCEDICAPS=	 CAGE

Too early to tell:

DAM
PIRATE

CALTROP 2
CANDELABRUM

.	 _
OINORAT
DELUGE

3, WAKDOWN BrAGENTS 

a. BAQHELORINA, cape officer to dateC
be taken.over

T3
The sole purpose Of this case is the recruitment or

defection 611 'a:certain high ranking Soviet Military Government
official. There is no further planning in this case, since
BACHELOBINA ls present employment and past history would not make
her suitable for employment under the PASTIME Program.-. The eerie
will therefore be terminated after her present assignment.

b. BONAPARTE, pre sent case officarL	 jto be
taken over byL_

Subject is a confidential Secretary in the office of the
Western Sector CDU. As stall, she will be employed for bird
dogging jobs in the PASTIME program and for specific investiga-
tive jobs on possible recruits reCommended by other agents or
agencies who are known to the CDU. She herself is not,
for employment, but thought thoroughly fit for the job outlined
above.
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• CAGE, present case officeit	 to be taken.

over by:C._

Subject will be used for bird dogging, since he has a
large circle of friends and acquaintances in the ,political and
e.440ittitiltielefield in Berlin and the Soviet 7one. It might he
possible9.nduce the agent to set up his own: intelligence
Which could be operated after his evacuation from Berlin by
i .:,itesignated cutout or by a head agent designated. by us, It
*_„)::	 -nediessary to evacuate hits from Berlin, should the western'
-4**ete leave, Since he i3 politically too compromised to sOviVis

, t0triet ioccupation of Berlin.	 *

OAHIER., at present on- a trip to Sweden, will
.taken Over by

' Subject's suitability and functions under the PASTIME:-
program would lie mainly in his ability to recruit suitable".

'OdUriert and Set up the necessary letter , drops - and cutoUtd.----ite , is ,ideally suited for this job by his long years of eXperis
ence , in an illegal youth Organization.' __Details of Our plans,.will be communicated after contact has been taken Up again on
his ,returr	 from Sweden.' Subject is well qualified as It - head

:agent.:

CAI9DE. ease	 ioei	 _sill be returned
to(_	 in the la. er l s return.

Subject completely unsuited for PASTIME. His present
activity in the Currency Commission in Berlin would make his
evacuation necessary, and p robably Will be handled by U. S.
Jitilitary Government.

f. CAIRD, -case officer E
,	 Subject would be evacuated, under the PASTIME program.

An attempt will be made to have him appoint a successor wte
„ could provide the intelligence formerly gatheWby him,' which
*mild have to be channeled into a courier cutout setup, organ-
ized by us.

g. CAISSON, case officer

CAISSON 1 will have to be evacuated under PASTIME.
Project PERENNIAL outlines our plans for his evacuation and
cover employment in the West, which would also serve ee
to his subagents in Berlin and the Russian Zone. L	 s
at present organizing his 'agents for the PASTIME program. .,..dese
include!
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giON
(1) CAISSON 2, at present inactive but who will

be reactivated should he find suitable employment for our pur.
poses. CAISSON .might take over the functions of chief agent -
for till-a complex upon the evacuation of CAISSON Lk'

(2) CAISSON 24 "will continue hie present employ',
ment and report through cutouts.

(3) CAISSON 2b Will continue his present employ..
merit and report to the head agent. He is also being Provided

,
with an 8Th ,1" .1 which. Will be burled by him. Should it Prove'
possible4 he will also be provided with an experienced operator,
since his ppsition becomes of prime importance in ease of hoe,'
tilities.

(4)2 PAIssoN 20 will continue his present employ.-
meritand report to the heed agent. An attempt will be made to
induce agent to take an STR 1. Should it prove possible, be will
also be Provided with an experienced operator / s ince his Position
becomes of prime importance in case of hostilities.

(5) CAISSON 6 has been discontinued but is still
our files, since he is still providing employment for
and will continue to do so until activation dr project

(6 • CAISSON 8 is a candidate for radio training,
awaiting- Washington approval. (He has already buried his -radio
set.) : Agent is ideally suited as radio operator servicing the
head agent in this chain. (See MGB-K-2200.)

(7) CAISSON 10 will continue his./present emploiMent
and report to the head agent. The possibility of providing him
with an StR I will be investigated. Should it prove possible,
he will also be provided with an experienced operator, since his
position becomes of ptime . importance in-case of hostilities.

(8) 'CAISSON 10a will continue in his present
., Capacity (see , NGS-4-2180 and 2181).

(9) 'CAISSON 11 will continue his present employment'
and report to the head agent. It is planned to provide him with
an ma 1. Should it prove possible, he will also be provided
with an experienced operator, since his position becomes of
prime importance in base of hostilities.

4 00

• carried in
CAISSON
PEHENVIAL.
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(10) CAISSON 12 will continue his present employ-
ment and report to the head agent.

(4) CAISSON 15 and I5a. Since it willbe neces-
sary for :c4ssox 15 to leave Berlin should the Us :Stan* E take..
,070* the vleiitein‘,:SeetopeiCertain :difficulties are Seeni:ip..-
continuing to exploit CAISSON 15a, especially :01006 .a complete
COOt*OI Of the Soviet Zone of Germany: 	 lAtet_tee#e€1 .1 -. •
and "spying" by the West will probably cause the RussianS to
'ttiatiefei" .: .an.Oh , prOjeettite the one he is working for to the t.8.
8.R. It is deemed 'veni7 unlikely that the_eteritis : ittin be considered
for the PATIP. program.,
(Kato I 2 Whero*or , the phrase f"report to the head otetit it • 1*-44,04
it	

i .
does not - necessarily imply direct contact. -'With the :pr.esent

tot Up of the chain, and as outlined in previous memoranda, Very
few of the agents . in the CAISSON . chain know of one _ahothert
existence,. • except for 	 1. with the • eaouta:404 at CAISSON

it will become feasible to Set .4 -e :cutout
the 

letter 4rop..
system,. Which would make it -Impossible for the 'heed egent-to
khOW his subagents by name or specific position, although it

. would be left open for each of the two to arrange for emergency
personal . contacts :. The weak link, -hitt ., one which could be SOIVed
by giving the . agents secret tnks 9 uziknOwn to the head agent,
are the .train observers in the frontier Stations: Since they
are less mobile, and definitely one of the most important assets
of this set : up 9 plans are being' pressed to make them independent
from a .head agent through independent radio comtunications.)

h. CAITIFF, case °facet

This agent believes that the project he is working on
and all similar projects will be removed to Russia, with the
bulk of their personnel, should Berlin be evacuated by the Western
Powers. 'Should the agent not be forcibl y deported tosRussia.as
a'.technician, he is willing 1-6—organise his own . chairi-of inform-
ants -through an engineering officelle . intends to build up. He
Would stay in Berlin after the Western Powers leave. He would
also be willing to take a radio and to learn to _operate it,
should we 'consider the plan feasible. Although subject is ideally
Suited to be a head agent for some of out contacts in the Berlin
area,. his high standing in the technical field, and' therefore the
likelihood Of,his deportation, would keep us from eMploying him
In such a .capacity. Plans for his PASTIME employment are being
formulated at present, and will be discussed in detail as soon
as a decision is made.



n . CALCITE ) case offiCe

14030.	 o	 L.c4:.44 present Case officer
(Agentvall .be, dropped prior to
departure from Berlin.) .	 :

A::.°:J9.4":!;tA.4q--
Ttilt$Age0':it:4'.t'.V.,t*#0.ht.-i.W:ret:APO*v*41.I*:Ig*s4400*.
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. 40.00.• 4.±..00.-06441.10.44140B.....:. • it:•:.1.*:04'0„-Httitiit.404:::•:U:iaosAgni,::-.)40.
.:ii :-..a:' redid!...,OpératOr.::..::tO . ' oxisi...or . .ititi illpo..Agoilts:.. in 	 Berlin

	

.-	 ..,,
, ..-eree .:„ He aasoive...00.:es.:;ontOut.,,.::for - .:&.i..'forlorsosoorce. • r4'...•c440.*pg_.:,
:Iii.e .:*441. continue to -eet.::a0•cout..f.or:::thi:e..torce....4nor.::-:th.:
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- • -re.ocnq -throUgh::Separate', • OhanneI.S. -: : .	 •	 •	 '

cAL:04 , . 9, leo,: officerL

This -agent is at - . present awaiting approval by Washington
to be trained .4e,a : radio :otterator. It is our intention to 4.301)10
him ! , after training, as a - tadio.PPerator for one of aur:head-
agents in the Berlin area.

1. CALABAR. 21, case officer

Agent is expected to remain in his present job in cape
of PASTIME. We hope to dissuade him from his plans to move to
the West or to emigrate, 'should the picture get more serious
than it is at present. Should we be successful in this, he
would be linked into one Of the Cutout courier setups.

m. qmimus 2, 3 4, case officerC

,CALAMPS 2 is now organizing a cbiLin , of cutouts and
letter drops, which hehopes to supplement with couriers
in the future. Het. along with CALAMPS 3 and 4 ) intende . to -
stay in-the ,Eastern Zone shotild the Western Powers leave Berlin,.

•Their function will 'be to develop and utilize for us the facill-
ties at the disposal of the large organization which employs
them. Progress in this scheme will be reported in detail-.

CALCITF,is not being considered for PASTIME, since
evacuation Of Berlin by the Western Powers would require her
own evacuatiOn, to deny her to the Russians as a scientist.



o. CALCIUM 2 9 case officer

Agent will be evacuated under the PASTIME program.
Case officer is at present investigating the feasibility of
tying his subagents into any of the .stay-behind networks.

p. CALCULATOR., present ease of
taken over hYL__

-
This agent will have to be evacuated from .Berlin should

e Western Powers leave./ 	 unetions Will be to reor-
041:se his numerousSubs° aes in Ch'a,feshion that his eveene

-tlOp would not jeopardize their ProduetivOitY. A study will have
to be made to ascertain to what extent ' the - -snbs 9nroea -are'Politi

-Celli, compromised, and those who are considered -Safe from that
angle will have to be organised into .a Separate group, and if -
necessary Provided with a radio link. We will be able to formu-
late Plans  for this chain better after the necessary examination
has been made.	 s

q. CALDRON 1 9 case officer(

Has already been evacuated to the U. S. Zone since
PASTIME-would have necessitated her evacuation anyway.

• CALDRON j, ease officer

This agent iS Suited to become . a head agent' in the -
Berlinarea l should he be_able te leapitelite . eVen. more on his
ties with the Volksrat. Ihese possibilities will be investigated.
It will be necessary to step up his present activities for 4s
to be able to evaluate his future usefulness for our PASTIME
program.

s. CALESA 8e 9 case - offieerL

Thi6 agent will either remain-in his present employment.
07 be transferred to a: more important job in one ofthe central
.economic control offices. In either case he will continue his
Present 4activities for us and will be tied into on e of the net..
worksto pass on his intelligence.

t. CALF 18 9 case °Meek

It will be necessary to evacuate CALF la to the U.S.
Zone should the Western powers leave Berlin. . CALF 18 has .
already furnished us with natus of persons of use to the program,
both as radio operators and couriers. It is planned to have
CALF 18 formalize his contacts in such a fashion that they can
be operated as a chain. Since CALF 18 works for us nearly full_
t ime , thi s should be feasible during- the next' two months.
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--1tou. OALIMANCOs Present_oase offics
be taken over biL_

Agent is considered unsuitable
thought tot" independent to be tied into
the intelligence he 'could get would not
too Milek t, 101 0'0A him.

for PASTIME . He is
a general Setups and
warraht our spending

Agent is considered suitable for PASTIME Programs as
long as it is possible ' to Provide him with the necessary letter
drops such a way as to satisfy him of the safety of further
contacts with us. Agent is and has been -willing to work for
us, but has shown extreme Caution and a hi gh sense of sectrity,
always trusting his security more than that of anyone else.
'ifs particular job is ideal to keep us informed on a very
essential part of industry in the Russian Zone of Germany.

CALTROP 2, case officerL__

--.. Contact was re-established only recently with this
_agent-. It is believed :that he can contribute very .little to
the PASTIME program, although his planned_ employthent as .a 1314.4:1
dog. . in the scientific field might yield possible recruits.

. CALM= 1, case offieerL

Ageht will be dropped and evacuated before implemen-
tation of PASTIME.-

Y. CANDELABR

As outlined in the detailed and frequent reports Sub-
mitted on this Agent and his subsources during the last three,
months, we are riot at all clear at this date as to his
bility or his abilities in the intelligence field. As soon as
we see more clearly in this maze of Imagination, fabrication,.
and possible intelligence, we Shall try to apply the PASTIME .
Yard stick to this group. Although this will of necessity take
some time, the inherent profits of some of the subsourees do
not warrant .a diScontinuanee of this case at this tite.

UM, case officerL 3

z. CANIS, case officer

Investigation of agent is at present under way to.-
, determine his Suitability and Usefulness under the PASTIME
program. (See. Current progress report.) As soon as this has
been determined to our satisfaction, the plan will be implemented
in this eaSe. ' Ue-might,have to be subordinated to a head agent..
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CAPOTE, case officer

The recent evacuations of CAPOTt I and his fatally
and CARO= 4 were part of the PASTIM planning for this 044.
q4P-GTE'. 2 and 3 and their new head ., opon 6, Are now set for,
employment under PASTIME conditions. : The 'ease 	 Is *oot*it
at 0..f. *431# on ;. 0004 .1,zniOaitcn4 possibilities, entl:Sagifles:.*:r4440:;;

• ,■000.rotot:i.: . •fi, oiodostt :np radio station and a :posi.sibIe.'llutouV:Ot:
the Russian zomo as adatUrit to 010 0.0.00'4::Ohttl:Wisetuto:*
too . ' home:, b ...eep.$00tod...- .ali'Atia4y- and will ScOn. be i:::SUbmitto4:170.::.:
apprOital :. AV the SAmP time Investigations are bPing.Jiandled:
by this chain on courier possibilities and frontier crossing
pointS..'F . 'The chain has already -fUrnishod , prOmiSing. rinformation''
in this directiOn . and.'attempta are being ..ipade .iat .present
exploit the operational intelligence gathered. •

bb. CAPRICE, case officerL7

This agent is still our greatest hope 	 the-ALCATAAZ-
field on . a long-range sleeper basis. - Since we do riot envisage
A positive intelligence function for agent in the mea -r future,
she will...be provided mainly with a cover address . in , the West

- and with secret means of oetimunications.

cc. CAPRIOLE, present_case officerL

CAPRIOLE t s personal plans make him ideal for em loyment
under PASTIME. He is willing to be worked into a general plan,
as long as he can conserve a maximum amount of anonymity. His
inclinations and abilities make him ideal for giving help to
blown agents, and for organizing -a courier system . through
Protestant church circles. With his excellent connections in
Soviet Zone prisons he mip-ht also be able to place radio
operators and sets in the lion's den.

dd .. CAPSICUM, case officerL_,

Agent is willing to work under PASTIME, and some
Plans have already been formulated for him to report to the
U. S. Zone of Germany, since he is finding it harder and harder
to report to Berlin. It is planned to groom him as head agent
in the strategically important Erzgebirge area, and an attempt
is being made at present to have him service and direct the
contacts of CAPSULE 12 in this area.

'be..taken over bYL__

ep.. CAPSTONE, case Office

Agent will be provided with the necessary communica-
tions, channel under PASTIME and will continue in his Present
amPloYment and 

--
eld of reporting =der the program.
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CAPSULE, case officerE

An evaluation Of CAPSUP , Ei subagents is being_made
at present to ascertain their possible -availability Under.. the
PASTIME program. By and large most agent* : could not be operated
Under the PrOgreMy since the irt04 of the technicians would
'41 .4opt- . .',Orteiii.V:,ta-Oe .• depoottetitin to Andel* in 4eee of
:eve;e4tiöri of Rerlin, by the West. CAPS17.4.E: #il#:$3.33".-1,04:14:: be
ideally Slated. '0 ..-.0tge#ize :scientists in the Weetern.:ZOneS...t.O...
collect intelligence from their colleagues In the -Ustetn,i7e00:.
and 	 ,$'0•1•2etete :iip:Ot**0:0detioriii,	 .	 .	 .	 ,	 ,

absorption of the ,CAPSW43::.,40 sets. in the PASTIME. „... 	- • 

Agent will continue his work under the PASTIME program,-
It is hoped that he will by that time be in a position to organise
a group at the University of Berlin for our purpose. A means -
of communication must be provided for the agent.

case officehh. CAPTIVE

Agent's employment under PAST= depends on the slicOeSS
of his plans to 'emigrate to the Argentine. Should the emigration
not materialize, he Would be willing to work Under. the PASTIME
program. With his technical knowledge and his employtaent, which
necessitates his constant travel, : to Russian Zone industries
as a consultant engineer, he would fulfil) an ideal function
similar to that of citapiza.,- He has shown great ..perseverance
In following specific targets, and originality in approaching
them-, lie will have to provide, if possible, his own link or
communications; It not, he will have to be provided with one:

CAPUCHIN, case officer(,

Agent is not a candidate under this phase of Operation
PASTIME, although he might be able to pro-vide great help to the
project's western Germany phase, through his official Position
and extensive contacts:

jj. GARACK, case officerLL

CWCK is terminating his present job and is expected
to move to . the West Within, the next few days,. should it prove
possible for him to escape :Russian deportation. He is not
being.cOnsidered for PASTTME.



kk. DANDY, .case officerL,

This case has definite cz possibilities because of its
Close connections to the Soviet Zone polite. Until these pos-
sibilities have been fully investigated , for possible exploitation,
no steps will be taken to include it in the Present PASTIME
planning. should our CS Plane for the agent materialize, he
would be included in the overall Plan, with separate channels.
of *outset.

11. DOODLE, case officer(_

It is not planned at present to Include DOODLE in
the PASTIME Program,' although he might be Used to suggest
candidates , for the Program in his specific area.

It is not planned to use this a gent in any phase of

-rm. PIRATE, case officer

since this case is still •in' the deVelomental, stage,.	 .	 _	 .	 )
it is too early to evaluate its possible 'Usefulness under the

"PASTIME program.

oo. DINGBAT, case officerL

Since this case is still in the developmental stage,
It is too early to evaluate its possible usefulness Under the
PASTIn Program.

pp. DELUGE 1 , case officer(
	

3: since . this „case is still in the developmental stage,
it is too' early to decide on its Usefulness under the PASTIUR
plan. Since recruitment of the Agent was originally made with
the understanding that agent would eventually be-e'lacuated
from Berlin, and since agent is in bad physical condition,
this case is not expected to be OfTASTIn value.

3. A separate memorandum will outlim our requirements in
technical help to tmplement the specific plans outlined above.

(FR ) Beriln uPeral-,0,.. Base

ASM! "JP
Dist a 241-BM

2)40S -
3 -File

PASTIME.


